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Maria Amelina. Accent characteristics of nouns in Tundra Nenets (the Gydan dialect) 

The article deals with the problems of suprasegmental phonetics of one of the easternmost 

dialects of the Tundra Nenets language ― the Gydan dialect (the subdialect of Gyda, Tazovski 

region of YaNAO). The basic and secondary acoustic correlates of stress in the disyllabic nouns 

with homogeneous and heterogeneous vocalic structure in the Gydan dialect are considered in 

the article. The comparative analysis of the acoustic characteristics of word accent in the Gydan, 

Yamal and Canin dialects of Tundra Nenets is presented in the article. 

 

Pavel Grashchenkov. Turkic constructions with an auxiliary verb and a converb on –p (on 

the basis of the Kypchak languages) 

The article deals with the Turkic auxiliary verbs. The goal of the paper is to consider all 

productive auxiliaries and establish their most prominent grammatical functions in different 

Turkic languages. Those functions are aspectual, modal and directive. The main attention is paid 

to the Kypchak languages. 

 

Sergey Krylov. Structural-probabilistic model of Mongolian (based in the General corpus 

of the modern Mongolian language) 

The article describes a General Corpus of the Modern Mongolian language, which contains 966 

texts, 1 155 583 words. The Modern Mongolian language is described in its quantitative aspect, 

according to a structural-probabilistic model which contains frequency dictionaries (FDs) of 

different types: FDs of word forms, lexemes, grammatemes, root morphemes and 

allomorphemes, affixal morphemes and allomorphemes, flexionemes, grammemes. The article 

reports the top-lists of some FDs: top-list of the “upper” 100 word forms having frequency 

higher than 922 ipm, top-list of the “upper” 100 lexemes having frequency higher than 1198 ipm 

and top-list of the “upper” 100 grammatemes having frequency higher than 761 ipm. 

 

Galina Nekrasova. Peculiarities of accusative functioning in the Komi language 

The article deals with the semantic and functional peculiarities of the accusative in the modern 

Komi language. The main attention is paid to description of the functions having alternative 

means of expression. The author supposes that in the course of the grammatical system 

development reduction of non-patientive functions of the accusative is going on. 

 

Julia Normanskaya. Stress in the Proto-Samoyedic language and its external 

correspondences.I. Word accent in the central and southern Selkup dialects 

The article deals with the description of the accent systems of six Selkup dialects on the basis of 

A. P. Dulzon’s archive material, field researches and the language of the first Selkup books. The 

full material on the accent place in derivatives and the accent markings of word roots in each of 

the idioms is given in the article. It is showed in the article that in the southern and central 

Selkup dialects the accent was phonologically significant and paradigmatic. 

 

Elena Rudnitskaya, Seokyoung Hwang. Contrastive negation in the Korean language 

(syntactic analysis) 

In the article the Korean construction with contrastive negation for correction (or corrective 

negation) is considered. The semantic and syntactic analysis of correction with focalization and 

contrastive negation is presented; it is discussed how corrective negation functions in the 

languages with and without term negation. A more detailed analysis of the Korean corrective 

negation construction “A-ka ani-la” leads to the conclusion that “A-ka ani-la” (‘not A’) forms a 

deficient, or a parenthetical, clause. This parenthetical clause is grammaticalized; its syntactic 

features are to some degree similar to the predicative / focus group of the so-called “pseudocleft 

construction” that is rather widespread in Korean. 



Larisa Chebodaeva. Structural and semantic types of qualification sentences formed by a 

lexical repeat in the Khakas language 
The article deals with sentences of qualification with the predicative core N1 ― N1 formed by a 

lexical repeat. The author identifies five main structural and semantic types of tautological 

sentences in the Khakas language. 
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